We employ knot theoretic techniques to construct a strong relationship between free and semifree Z m actions on high dimensional spheres. This correspondence is then used to study free actions on spherical codimension two links.
and only if their associated action-equivalent invariant knots are equivariantly homeomorphic.
Here, two invariant knots (Z m acts freely) are action-equivalent, if their normal bundles are equivariantly isomorphic. For equivariant cobordism, we obtain: THEOREM 
A knot admitting Z m actions is semifree nullcohordant if and only if it is free null-cobordant.
The precise relationship between the surgery theoretic CappellShaneson Γ groups [CS1] in the cases of free and semifree actions will be given in a later paper. Here we obtain, as a result of Theorems 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5, the classification and the existence of fixed knots in terms of Seifert invariants, by using earlier results on invariant knots. In particular, we give the classification of simple fixed knots up to equivariant homeomorphism in terms of such invariants, by using our earlier classification 
. Two simple fixed knots are equivariantly homeomorphic if and only if their derived Seifert forms are s-equivalent
Here the derived Seifert form is the equivariant Seifert invariant defined in §3. A semifree action is highly connected if the fixed set is a simple knot. The corresponding classification of highly connected semifree actions on spheres is given in: THEOREM 5.1. Two highly connected semifree actions on S 2n+ι 
, n > 2, are isomorphic if and only if their derived Seifert forms are s-equivalent
Similarly, we use the equivariant cobordism classification of invariant knots [St] , to give the corresponding classification for fixed knots in terms of cobordism of Seifert invariants: THEOREM 
A fixed knot is null-cobordant if and only if its derived Seifert matrix is null-cobordant
In §3, we use the realization of free actions on knots [N] to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of semifree actions. This is done using the knot isometry (Q, S) [Ml] , [St] , [N] . Here Q is the intersection form for a Seifert manifold V of minimal genus, while S is the rational monodromy of the knot. Recall that when these are given in matrix form and 5G/*(Z) is a Seifert matrix for V, then B = (I -S T )~lQ, and the isometry (Q, S) determines the knot. THEOREM 3.6. Let (/, K) be a simple knot with isometry (Q, SQ) for the Seifert manifold V. Then (J, K) We then use Corollary 6.2 to give necessary conditions for a link with four components to admit a free Z m action, and then obtain a collection of four component links which cannot admit any such actions.
We note that C. Kearton, P. Strickland, and S. Wilson [K] , [KW] , and [S] , have solved the existence and equivariant homeomorphism problems of simple fixed knots in terms of the Blanchfield pairing. Hence Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 can be used also to give such results for invariant knots, in terms of the Blanchfield pairing.
I wish to thank Julius Shaneson and Mark Steinberger for helpful conversations, and Andrew Casson and Jacob Sturm for help with the calculations in §4.
Definitions and the derived knot.
A fixed knot is a triple (/ 2n+1 , K 2n~ι ; T), n > 2, where / is a sphere, K a homotopy sphere, and T a semifree Z m action on / with fixed set J τ = K. Two such triples (Jo, KQ; TQ) and (J\, K\ 7Ί) are said to be equivαriαntly homeomorphίc if there exists a (PL, DIFF) homeomorphism φ: JQ -> J\ which is action and orientation preserving, and such that Φ(KQ) = (K\). Note however that since the fixed set K -J τ is determined by the action T, the condition φ(K 0 ) = (K\) is unnecessary. Hence two fixed knots are equivariantly homeomorphic if and only if the corresponding actions are isomorphic. Two fixed knots (/, KQ; 7Q) and (/, K\ T\) are equivariantly cobordant if there exists an Λ-cobordism JΓ connecting K o and K\ in / x 7, and a semifree Z m action & on / x I with fixed set 3?, and such that Given a fixed knot (/, K T), we consider a Γ-equivariant complement X, together with its orbit space X* = X/T. THEOREM 1.1. Let (J, K; T) be a fixed knot with knot group Z, and T-equivariant complement X. Then the orbit space X* is also a knot complement. Moreover, X and X* have the same homotopy groups.
Proof. Note that X* is a homology S ι .
For the bundle map dX -> K is a Γ-bundle with fiber S 1 , and since K is fixed, this fiber is a Γ-invariant meridian μ. Hence if /?': μ -> S 1 is the restriction to μ of the m-fold cover p: X -• X*, then the inclusion μ ^ X induces an isomorphism of the spectral sequences of the two m-fold covers p and p
1
. Hence X* is a homology S 1 . Consideration of the commutative diagram:
shows that πi(X*) is abelian, hence isomorphic to Z (see [N] , Proposition 2.1 for details). Since /?: X -» X* is an m-fold cover, π z (X) = π, (X*) for / > 1. Notice too that since dX w μ x K with μ a Γ-invariant circle, <9X/Γ = dX* « S ι x S 2 "" 1 . Form the space
Since X* is a homology S 1 , it follows from Mayer-Vietoris that &~ is a homology 5 2n+1 . Moreover, πi(^) = 0 by Van Kampen, since the map j: π\(dX*) -> τt\(X*) induced by inclusion is an isomorphism (see [N] , 2.2). In DIFF the homotopy sphere 5Γ becomes a sphere by changing the smooth structure near a point outside X*. D
In SΓ = X* u (D 2 x S 2 "" 1 ) we consider the codimension two sub-
We call (^, K') the derived knot of the fixed knot (/, K T). It follows from [L2] and the last statement of Theorem 1.1 that if (/, K) is a simple knot, then the derived knot is determined by X*. In general however, the derived knot as it is constructed here will be a pair of knots [LS] , [CS2].
REMARK. We could, alternatively, construct the derived knot of a fixed knot by considering the quotient S/T = !Γ. If so, the derived knot will be unique even if (/, K) is not simple. We prefer our method of definition, as it emphasizes the strong relationship between free and semifree actions.
2. Invariant knots versus fixed knots. We now use the derived knot construction to show that the cases of free and semifree Z m actions on knots are essentially the same. REMARK. The construction is similar to that in [St] , except that in our case we obtain an arbitrary invariant knot, not necessarily simple.
Existence of Actions
Proof, Choose a free Z w action on K, and let P denote the orbit space. Let ξ be an oriented 2-ρlane bundle on P with Euler class a given unit in H 2 {P; Z [B] . Form the space Q = D(ζ)l) d X*, where X* = X/T s is the derived knot complement for the given fixed knot (/, K T s ). Since (X*, dX*) is a knot complement, it follows from Van Kampen that π\(Q) = Z m , and its universal (mfold) cover is the sphere
In DIFF the smooth structure of Q may need to be modified in D(ζ), i.e. away from X*, in order to insure that the universal cover J' is a sphere. The m-fold cover /' -> Q provides a free Z m action T? on the knot (J", K), with equivariant complement X, and with Γ^|^ = Γ^|χ. If (/, K) is simple, then it must be isotopic to (/', K) since both knots have complement X. In the non-simple case, a twisting corresponding to the generator in πi(SO (2n) Equivariant classification. It is worth remarking on the degrees of freedom for constructing such actions. When starting with a semifree Z m action on the knot (/, K) any free action τ on the subsphere K, and any oriented 2-plane bundle on the orbit space K/τ with Euler class a unit, gives rise to a free action on (J,K).
We will soon see, however, that when starting with a free action on a knot, the associated semifree action on this knot does not depend on the equivariant normal bundle information.
For the case of knots invariant under a free cyclic action, we define two triples (JQ 9 KQ; 7Q) and (J\, K\ T\) to be action equivalent if their normal bundles v(Ki,Jj) are equivariantly isomorphic. Comparing the equivariant classifications for the free and semifree case, we prove the following: THEOREM 2.4. Let (JQ, K O ) and (J\, K\) Proof. It follows from the definition of the derived knot for free actions, that an invariant knot is free null-cobordant if and only if the derived knot complement X* is cobordant rel boundary to the trivial knot complement; i.e. if and only if the derived knot is nullcobordant. For the semifree case let (/ 5 K; T s ) be a fixed knot with T s -equivariant complement X, derived knot (^, Σ), and derived knot complement X*. Then an equivariant null-cobordism of X is the same as a null-cobordism of X*. The theorem now follows from the fact that the derived knot complements are the same in the free and in the semifree case. D 3 Classification and realization of fixed knots. We now give the classification and realization theorems for fixed knots in terms of Seifert type invariants. An equivariant Seifert surface for a fixed knot (/, K\ T) is a Seifert surface V which is disjoint from its translates except on the boundary:
PROPOSITION 3.1. A fixed knot has equivariant Seifert surfaces.
REMARKS.
• We work with the truncated Seifert surface, i.e. the intersection of the Seifert surface with a closed knot complement.
• We could prove the result by lifting a Seifert surface for the derived knot to the m-fold cover. However, for reasons which will soon become clear, we use the associated invariant knot instead.
Proof. Let (/, K\T S ) be a fixed knot with associated invariant knot (/, K; Γ^), and knot complement X. Let V be a truncated equivariant Seifert surface for (J, K; T-f) . (This always exists [St] .) Then, since T s \ x = Tf\χ, V is also a truncated equivariant Seifert surface for (/, K\T S ).
Extending V radially throughout the fixed knot normal bundle gives the result. D
REMARK. The proof of Proposition 3.1 shows that all algebraic invariants defined for invariant knots on truncated Seifert surfaces can also be defined for fixed knots. Moreover, these will have the same properties in both cases.
Let (J 2n+ι , K 2n~ι T s ) be a fixed knot with derived knot (^, Σ), equivariant Seifert surface V 2n , and derived Seifert surface V* 2n . A derived Seifert form will be the Seifert linking 3S for the derived knot , Σ) with Seifert surface V* (compare [N] for invariant knots).
£ϊ:H n (V*)®H n (V*)->Z 9 x,y) = L(x, v+y).
Here L is the linking in the derived knot complement, and v+ is a small push in the positive normal direction. Note that, since V and F* are homeomorphic, S3 is defined on H n {V). It follows from our construction and the definition of linking numbers that
where St] , [N] . We now show that the notion of ^-equivalence of Seifert matrices [L2] suffices for the classification of simple fixed knots up to equivariant homeomorphism. [N] .) The result now follows from Theorem 2.4 together with the classification theorem for simple invariant knots [N] . Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.5 and [St] . D
The question of existence of semifree actions on a given simple knot, is answered by using the following invariants determined by the Seifert forms (compare [St] for free actions). Given a fixed knot (/, K T s ) with Seifert form B and derived Seifert form 33 for the Seifert manifold F, define the isometric structure (Q; So, S\) by:
(1) Q= intersection form on F, (Q = B±B T ), (2) Si e End z {H n (V)) i = 1, 2 defined by:
B(x,y) = Q(s o x,y),
Note that since Q is unimodular, Si is well defined. If SQ and S\ are injective, we can also define the knot isometry (Q SQ , S\) where
In order to avoid the ambiguities caused by working over Q, we regard these invariants as matrices in Jf*(Q). If so, Q = B ± B τ e Jf*(Z),
,and S t = I-s^1 eJί*(Q). Notice then that B = (I-Sξ)~ιQ, ^ = (I-Sf)-ι Q
so that, as matrices, (Q; So) determines the original knot (J, K) , and (Q,S\) determines the derived knot. PROPOSITION 
Whenever it is defined, the isometry (Q\ SO, S\) for a fixed knot satisfies properties:
Proof. Properties (i) and (ii) were proved in [St] for knots invariant under free actions. The proof for fixed knots is identical, hence we omit it. Property (iii) follows from the definition. D
We now show that (Q SQ , S\) can always be defined for a simple fixed knot; equivalently the isometric structure (Q So, s\) can always be assumed to be injective. A Seifert surface for a simple knot is minimal if ambient surgery cannot reduce its genus. An equivariant Seifert surface for a simple fixed knot is equivariantly minimal if ambient surgery cannot reduce its genus without producing a #6w-equivariant Seifert surface. Let (/, K\ T s ) be a simple fixed knot with isometric structure (Q; SQ 9 S\) for the equivariant Seifert surface V.
PROPOSITION 3.5. (a) V is minimal if and only if SQ is injective, and it is equivariantly minimal if and only if S\ is injective. (b) V is minimal if and only if it is equivariantly minimal
Proof. See [N] Theorem 3.1 for the case of simple invariant knots with free cyclic actions. D
Hence given a simple fixed knot, the isometry (Q SQ , S\) can always be defined. Notice that, since the Seifert matrices (B 9 3$) can be recovered from the isometry, the isometry determines the fixed knot up to equivariant homeomorphism. THEOREM 
Let (/, K) be a simple knot with isometry (Q, S o ) for the Seifert manifold V. Then (J, K) admits a semifree Z m action with equivariant Seifert manifold V', if and only if there exists a rational matrix S\ €Jf*(Q) such that:
1. S™=So, 2. S 3. ( Proof. If an action exists, then S\ exists by Proposition 3.5, and properties (i), (ii) and (iii) must be satisfied by Proposition 3.4. Suppose conversely that S\ exists. By [St] and [N] , (/, K) admits a free Z m action Tf with isometry {Q\ So, S\). by Theorem 2.3 we can let T s be the associated semifree action on (/, K), and its isometry will still be (Q' 9 SQ, S\). Proof. Let (J, K\ T) be an invariant knot with quotient lens space pair (Q,P). The action-equivalence class of (/, K; T) depends on (see construction in Proposition 2.1) the action of T on K, together with a choice of Euler class for the normal bundle v(P, Q). The result now follows from the observation that each generator in H 2 (P Z) = Z m provides such an Euler class. D 4. Calculations. Theorem 3.6 allows for concrete results through matrix computations. The results on free Z m actions on fibered genus 1 knots carry over from [N] , but we give here stronger results, solving the problem for knots not necessarily fibered. Notice that in the fibered case, condition 3 of Theorem 3.6 is equivalent to:
since the knot fibers if and only if S\ e ^C(Z) [N] . For the general genus 1 case, we use the weaker condition Symmetric case. It is easy to see that no matrix S e ^C(Q) satisfies conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem 3.6, so there is nothing to check.
Skew-symmetric case. Thus aj e &£ and aχa 2 = fliσ(αi) = ±1. Since a\ + a 2 = 1, the minimum polynomial for aj is:
In particular, either aj = e ±πi / 3 or aj = ^^-.
We now consider the Alexander polynomials of these knots to show that a } = (1/2)(1 ± Λ/5) cannot occur, while α 7 = e ±πi^ occurs only when m = ±1 (mod 6). Let ch y (ί), j r = 0, 1, be the characteristic polynomial for Sj , and Δ 7 (ί) the Alexander polynomial of the knot (Q, Sj) with Seifert matrix BJ . (Note that B° = B the Seifert matrix for the original fixed knot, and B ι = 3S the derived Seifert matrix.) Recall that Aj(t) = det(^)ch 7 (0 and that Δ/(l) = ±1. If chi(ί) = t 2 -t-1 then chi(l) = -1, so άe\{B ι ) = ±1. Hence the derived knot is fibered, and hence so must the original (fixed) knot be. Similarly^f chi (ί) = t 1 -1 + 1 both the derived and the original (fixed) knot muέt be fibered. We could now invoke the results in [N] on fibered genus 1 knots, but we need not do so. For, since the knots are fibered, ±Δo(ί) = cho(ί) = t 2 -t{λψ + λ%) + 1. 
Vi o
Hence each m = ±\ (mod 6), m > 0, will occur (with original and derived knot isotopic), as soon as *SΊ with properties (2) and (3) is produced, such that
We show that there exists a unique knot with the above properties. Since the knot must be fibered, we may assume S\ e SL 2 (Z).
Claim 5. The matrix satisfies the above mentioned properties, and every matrix S\ GSL 2 (Z) satisfying these properties is similar in SL 2 (Z) to £f.
Proof. It is easy to check that £? satisfies properties (2) where θ denotes block sum. We define n(Q; SQ 9 S\) to be the connected sum of n copies of (Q SO, S\). As in [N] , we can construct two different Z 5 actions on 4 (generalized trefoil knot)
The first is the natural Z 5 action
Here and where the third matrix is ^ of Claim 5. The second Z5 action on 4 (generalized trefoil knot) is a fixed knot which does not decompose equivariantly into a connected sum. (See [N] where p -e 2πi / 5 . Then T leaves the (trivial) knot z n+ϊ = 0 invariant. T also leaves invariant the link of the singularity at 0 for the polynomial equation: which, when n is odd, is a spherical non-trivial knot [M2] . The latter is in fact the Z 5 action on the generalized trefoil knot found in §4. However, we can prove the following: Let 3 be a link. Its order \Sf\ denotes the number of components of the link. An isotopy partition of 3* is a partition into sublinks L\, ... , Lfc such that: (a) for each / the components of L; are isotopic to each other, and (b) the components of L, are never isotopic to those of Lj for iφ j. We call the sublinks Lj of such a partition, the isotopy sublinks. It follows from the proof of Proposition 6.3 that order (σ/) = m for each /, and that t fixes at most one letter (equivalently t leaves at most one component invariant).
We study the case of links with four components £? = {K\, ... , K 4 ).
Caution. The sketches which follow are in the classical dimension and are included only for the sake of clarity. The results are in high dimensions.
Let t be a generator of the free Z m action T on the four component link S>. Case 1. t fixes one letter.
Then t = ϋ\ ---σ n is a permutation on 3 letters, and since order(σ/) = m for each /, t is a 3-cycle, t = (K\, K 2 , £3). Hence m = 3, and the following hold:
(a) the components K\, Kj, and K3 are isotopic knots; (b) the 2-component sublinks: (K { , K 2 ), (K 2 , K 3 ), and (K 3 , AΊ), have the same link type; (c) the 2-component sublinks (K 4 , K{), / = 1, 2, 3, have the same link type; and, (d) the 3-component sublinks (K 4 , K i9 Kj), 1 < / < j < 3, have the same link type.
An example of such a link in the classical dimension is:
Case 2. t fixes no letter.
Then t is either (a) a product of two disjoint transpositions, hence m = 2, or (b) a 4-cycle and m -4. (a) t = (K l7 K 2 ) (K 3 ,K 4 Here we take L x = (K x , K 2 ) and L 2 = (K x , K 3 ).
REMARK. If & is any link with isotopy sublinks L\, ... , L k and such that the union of several isotopy sublinks is a link of order 4 of the type in Proposition 6.4, then 2* still will not admit any free Z m actions.
